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Feature-based and pixel-based alignments estimate lane marker location

SafeDrive is a robust lane tracking system for assisted and self-driving cars that uses a novel

algorithm along with historical imagery to find road makers. The system improves visual lane

detection in drastically degraded visual conditions without relying on additional active sensors.

SafeDrive uses vehicle location information to locate alternate imagery of the location, applies a

combination of feature-based and pixel-based alignment to estimate the location of the lane

marker and maps the lane detection information back onto the original image.

Improves safety for manually operated and autonomous vehicles

Autonomous detection of lane markers improves road safety, but most commercial systems

require expensive sensors (radar, LIDAR, cameras) to provide lane tracking. Visual approaches

are often ineffective due to occlusion, poor weather conditions and paint wear-off. The

SafeDrive approach relies on a camera and sensors that can be found in any consumer-grade

smartphone device. With a combination of visual lane-finding algorithms, pose detection and

robust methods to relate a past image with the live frame, this algorithm can significantly

improve driver safety in degraded visual conditions.

Phase of Development

Proof of Concept. Prototyped in Android application using Google Street Maps.

Benefits

Increases driving safety in degraded visibility conditions

Enhances autonomous and assisted vehicles

Features

Feature-based and pixel-based alignments provide an estimated location of lane

markers

Uses vehicle location information to locate alternate imagery of the location

Maps lane detection information back onto original camera image

Displayed in either a heads-up display or on the car console

Add-on to existing lane tracking systems

Applications

Autonomous vehicles

Self driving cars

Assisted driving cars

Off road and service vehicles (e.g., snow plows, snowmobiles, etc.)
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Interested in Licensing?

The University relies on industry partners to further develop and ultimately commercialize

this technology. The license is for the sale, manufacture or use of products claimed by the

patents. Please contact us to share your business needs and licensing and technical interests

in this technology.
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